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Dear author and referees #1 and 2,

Thank you very much to the referee's comments that certainly helped to improve a lot the paper. Thank you also to the main author (and other authors) of this paper that made substantial changes following these comments and that certainly will improve the presentation of the results. Errors are natural in human activities, including writing paper on a very complex and interesting ones, as it is the case), but I agree with the comments raised by a referee on the too large number of them found by both reviewers in the originally submitted paper, taking into account that it has 21 co-authors. My questions are, have all authors read the paper that they are signing, did all contribute
to elaborate or revise the submitted article? Authorship rules in nowadays scientific articles should be revised in my opinion. In any case the revision procedure helped to greatly improve the presentation of interesting scientific results, thanks to the work of authors (probably not all of them) and the referees’ support. Thanks to all of them. Please, send us the revised version a.s.a.p. to continue the revision process. Yours sincerely,

Xavier Querol